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屈 PER

On Multiple-Valued Separable Unordered Codes 

Yasunori NAGATAt and Masao MUKAIDONOtt, Members 

SUMMARY In this paper, a new encoding/decoding scheme 
of multiple-valued separable balanced codes is presented. These 
codes have 2 -m information digits and m -(R -2) check digits 
in radices R ;;:; 4, 2 -m -1 information digits and m + 1 check 
digits in R = 3, where code-length n = R -m. In actual use 
of code-lengths and radices, it is shown that the presented codes 
are relatively efficient in comparison with multiple-valued Berger 
codes which are known as optimal unordered codes. Meanwhile, 
the optimality of multiple-valued Berger codes is discussed. 
key words: balanced codes, Berger codes, constant weight codes, 
multiple-valued logic, uniderectional error detection 

1. Introduction 

Multiple-valued error detecting codes are of great sig-
nificance in improving the reliability of multiple-valued 
circuits and systems [ 1]. For instance, since multiple-
valued unordered codes detect all unidirectional errors, 
the codes are used online concurrent error checking in 
systems [ 1 ],[ 4]. 

In an R-valued data word (a1 ・ ・ ・ ai ・・・an), both ai 
→bi (ai < bi) and ai→bi (ai > bi) errors are possible, 
but in any particular word all errors are of one type, 
and are called unidirectional errors. It has been found 
that these types of errors are predominant in VLSI cir-
cuits and memories in case of binary and some types of 
multiple-valued circuits [ 1 ]-[ 4]. 

The multiple-valued code C is called unordered 
when no codeword covers the other. Unordered codes 
detect all unidirectional errors of data words, and 
these have proven useful for designing failsafe, fault-
secure, and self-checking logic circuits, namely, state as-
signments in fault tolerant and fail-safe sequential cir-
cuits [7]-[ 10]. 

Multiple-valued separable unordered codes may 
have applications not only to multiple-valued logic sys-
tems, but also to byte error control in binary systems [3]. 

In this paper, multiple-valued unordered codes, 
particularly, multiple-valued Berger codes and multiple-
valued separable balanced codes are considered. 

R-valued balanced codes, where each codeword 
contains equally many Os, ls•••, (R-1)'s, are a class of 
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multiple-valued constant weight codes. It can be pointed 
out that error checking circuits of these balanced codes 
are simpler than the circuits of Berger codes. 

In Sect. 2, multiple-valued unordered codes: multi-
ple-valued complemented duplication codes, multiple-
valued Berger codes and multiple-valued constant 
weight codes, are outlined [ 1 ]-[ 6]. Continually, the 
code efficiency (optimality) of multiple-valued Berger 
codes is discussed. In Sect. 3, a class of multiple-valued 
constant weight codes, that is, 2 • m information digits, 
m • (R -2) check digits R-valued separable balanced 
codes (R ~ 4) are presented. Similarly, it is shown 
that 2 • m -1 information digits, m + 1 c加ckdigits 
3-valued separable balanced codes can be constructed. 
The proposed procedure modifies some digits of an in-
formation word and store the number of modified dig-
its to its check word. Also, the check word compensate 
the codeword to be balanced. The proposed unordered 
codes are reasonably efficient and the encoding and de-
coding algorithms are quite simple. 

2. On Multiple-Valued Unordered Codes 

Initially, some background definitions are introduced, 
and classes of unordered codes; multiple-valued Berger 
codes, multiple-valued complemented duplication codes 
and multiple-valued constant weight codes are outlined. 
Later the optimality of multiple-valued Berger codes 
will be discussed. 

2.1 Definitions 

Suppose CR is an R-valued code-sequence over ZR = 
{O, 1, • • •, R-1}. The following notations are used here-
after. 

R : radix number 
n : code length 
k : number of information digits 
c = n -k : number of check digits 
℃州： numberof codewords of CR 

Symbols of an R-valued code have totally ordered 
relations as O < 1 < • • • < R -l. When X = 
(x立 2・ ・ ・ Xn) and Y = (Y1Y2 ・ ・ ・ Yn) are two codewords 
(xi,Yi E ZR, i = 1,2,..,,n), assume N(X,Y) is the 
number of digit where xi > Yi (i = 1, 2, ・ ・ ・, n) [1]. 
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Example 1: On Z4, if X = (2131) and Y = (2320), 
then N(X, Y) = 2 and N(Y, X) = l. 

When N(Y, X) = 0, then represent X covers Y as 
X ~ Y. If neither X ~ Y nor Y ~ X, then X and Y 
are said to be unordered. 

If the information digits and the check digits are 
distinguishable, the codes are said to be systematic 
codes. Again, if the information blocks (words) are 
separately identified from the check blocks, they are 
called separable codes. The advantage of systematic 
codes is that error detection and data manipulation can 
be done in parallel. In many cases of practical use 
or circuit manufacture, separable codes are more de-
sirable. Though Berger codes are separable, constant 
weight codes usually are neither systematic nor separa-
ble. 

An unordered code is efficient if there is a very sim-
ple way to encode and decode k-digit numbers. In other 
words, we want to find a one-to-one correspondence be-
tween the set of all k-digit information words and the 
set of all (k + c)-digit codewords such that, if X corre-
sponds to Y, we can rapidly compute Y from X and 
vise versa with possibly lower costs of operation. Fur-
thermore, by extending the concepts of literature [ 5], we 
want c to be very small compared with k so that the code 
is efficient in its use of space, that is hardware costs, as 
well as time. 

2.2 Multiple-Valued Unordered Codes 

(i) Multiple-Valued Berger Codes 

Suppose X = (x1x2 ・ ・ ・□is an information word 
(block) where Xi E ZR, Multiple-valued Berger codes 
are constructed as a concatenation of X and S where 
S is a check word (block). The check word S is an 
R-valued expression of v which is derived from the fol-
lowing equation. 

k 

V=区（R-1) -xi) = (R -1) ・ kーシ
i=l 

Thus, the length of check word S is 

c=「log州(R-1)-k+l)l-

i=l 

(1) 

(2) 

where「ryl means the smallest integer over the real num-
berry. Note that the value II derived from Eq. (I) is said 
to be the check value and the R-valued expression of 11 
is referred to as check word or check block henceforth. 
Example 2: For an information word凡＝ （2131) over 
Z4, the check valuev = (3-2)+(3-1)+(3-3)+(3-1) = 
5 in decimal. The decimal 5 is 11 in radix-4 represen-
tation, and thus the check word is 11 with c = 2. 
(ii) Multiple-Valued Complemented Duplication Codes 

In a multiple-valued complemented duplication 
code, the values of each check digit takes the comple-
ment of each information digit respectively. Namely, 
for an information digit Xi, the value of check digit is 
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((R -1)一叩）， thusthe number of check digit c = k. 
A multiple-valued unidirectional error cannot increase 
the value of a information digit with decreasing the 
value of the related check digit simultaneously. Al-
though the complemented duplication code is interest-
ing in fault tolerant technology, the code system can 
be regarded as a row of two-digit-sliced Berger codes 
(n = 2, k = 1), MY-complemented duplication codes 

are not mentioned hereafter. 
(iii) Multiple-Valued Constant Weight Codes 

In'an R-valued constant weight code, the num-
ber of each symbol is constant where the symbol叩 E

{0, 1, • • •, R -1 }. In the binary case, the codes are M-
out-of-N codes. 

The R-valued constant weight codes, in which each 
codeword contains eq叫 lymany Os, ls,•••, (R -l)'s, 
are called R-valued balanced codes. It is well known 
that binary balanced codes (half-hot codes) are particu-
larly suited to high speed optical fiber links and similar 
channels [ 1 ]. 

2.3 Considerations of Multiple-Valued Berger Codes 

In binary Berger codes, an encoding/ decoding scheme 
of 2”'information bits and m check bits codes are pre-
sented [I]. (The Berger codes with 2m information bits 
generally require m + 1 check bits.) 

Moreover, if an information word (00 • • • 0) whose 
check value is 2m is not used, a number of check bits 
C = m is SU:fficient. Namely, k = 2m, c = m Berger 
codes which have 22"'-1 codewords can be obtained. 

On the other hand, in R-valued Berger codes, since 
the maximum check value is (R -1) ・ k from Eq. (I), 
the check value of information word which causes an 
extension of one digit in the check block is 

(R-1)-k=R匹

Thus, k is obtained as follows: 

k= 応
R-1 

In the above equation, if R is an odd number then 
the denominator is even and the numerator is odd. Sim-
ilary, if R ・is an even number then the denominator is 
odd and the numerator is even. Therefore, it is when 
R= 2 that k becomes an integer. Thus, the number of 
information digits that the check digit increases by one 
digit is 

k = IRR□l. (3) 

Example 3: In R = 3, 

k =,~l =,;1,,;1,［号l,...= 2, 5, 14,... 

and the numbers of check digits are c = 2, 3, 4, • • •. 
In R = 4, 
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k=r『l=1~l, ［誓l, ［誓l,... = 2, 6, 22,... 

C = 2, 3, 4, ・ ・ ・ 

are formed. 
Consequently, if one symbol is lengthened in a 

check block, the most significant digit of the check block 
is used by a number of codewords as non-zero. For ex-

ample, 匹／応＝ 3/3汽 6/3尺 6/4叫 28/4見・・ •,where Rm 
is the number of total codewords in radix R, and nc 
is the number of codewords of which the most signif-
icant digit of the check block is non-zero. Of course, 
the above examples are on inefficient cases relating to 
Eq. (3). Note that in the binary Berger code of which 
k = 2m, the most significant digit of check word is used 
by just one information word : namely by the codeword 

(00 • • • 0) (i.e.，匹／炉＝ 1/24,1/2尺 1/2詞•.．）． Thus,
we expect that the check digit reduction technique in 

[ 1 J is hard to apply directly to R ~ 3 cases. 
In the binary case, Berger codes with k = 2m -1 

information digits are most efficient. This is called the 
maximal length Berger codes. In R-valued Berger codes, 
since Re= (R-l) • k+ l from Eq. (2), the number of in-
formation digits, of which check block is most efficient, 

is 

Rc-l 
k= R-l. 

(4) 

For instance. k = 炉ー1
2 

= 1, 4, 13 • • • in R = 3, and 
4c_l 

k = 9 = 1, 5, 21, ・ ・ ・ in R = 4. 
3 

When m = c in Eq. (3), we have 

R C.  I R" I RC 

R-1三[R-1]＜ R-1 + 1. 

Since k＝靡 isan integer number (Eq.(4)), 

kく［二l< k+l+~ 

(5) 

(6) 

Since 1 
R 1 < 1 where R)s an integer number that is 

greater than or equal to 2, 

［二l=k+l. (7) 

Let ec = ke -ki where ke is the most efficient k (the 
number of information digits) and ki is the most inef-
ficient k in fixed c (the number of check digits). From 
Eq. (4) and Eq. (7), 

Re -l Rc-l -1 
ec = 

R-l R-l 
-1 

= Rc-l -1 (8) 

Besides, a larger ec means a wider extent between ke and 

ki. Then, we obtain 

△ec 

△c 
= (Re -l) -(Rc-l -1) 

= (R -1) ・ Rc-l (9) 

IOI 

Naturally the ec increases according to c in Eq. (9), ec 
also has a close relation to R. 

From the above discussion, in the higher radix R, 
multiple-valued Berger codes are expected to become 
relatively efficient in the practical range of k. 

As a result, in a multiple-valued case, usage of the 
modified Berger codes [ 14] is a better way to reduce the 
length of a check block, a technique which uses not all 
沙 informationwords. Incidentally, the check values of 
the modified Berger code are computed from informa-
tion words as follows. 

n 

u'＝L((R-1)-xi)-8 (10) 
i=l 

where 8 is the smallest value of v in Eq. (1) for the ex-
ploiting information words. 

3. Multiple-Valued Separable Balanced Codes 

In this section, the new scheme of separable balanced 
codes over ZR are proposed. This coding/encoding 
scheme, in a sense, is an extention of the Bose's result 
in [2]. 

3.1 Definitions and Theorems 

[Definition 1] Let X =（土2・ ・ ・ xk) be an information 
word of which the length is k. In the information word 

X, let W瓜X)= (w0,w1,.. ・,WR-I) be an ordered set 
of weights where wi is the weight of symbol i, that is, 
the number of i digits. 

The notation max(W瓜X)), that is max(w0, 
w1, ・・・,WR-I) indicates the maximum weight of an el-
ement in x. 

[Definition 2] For a variable integer x, x represents a 

successor to x : (x + 1) mod R, and x represents a pre-
decessor of x : (x -1) mod R. 

For instance, for input string < 0, 1, 2, 3 > of 4-
valued variable x, the outputs of the unary operations 

x and x are< 1, 2, 3, 0 >and< 3, 0, 1, 2 >, respectively. 

[Definition 3] Let叫X)be an ordered set of weights 
where the first j digits of X are applied as successors. 
Example 4: For a code X = (032012) over Zも

叫 (X)= (2,1,2,1) and四 (X)= W4((103012)) = 
(2,2,1,1). 

[Definition 4] For a certain information blockふ＝
(x戸 2・・・x9), let cyc+d（ふ） ＝ （Xg-d+l ・ ・ ・ Xg-d-lXg-d) 
and cyc_d（ふ） ＝ （Xd+lXd+2'''四） representright 
cyclic shift and left cyclic shift, respectively, where O < 

d < b9. 
The following theorems and a lemma hold in 

multiple-valued balanced codes. 

[Theorem 1] In an information word over ZR, if there 
exists a symbol i where Wi > lい， thereis no other 
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symbol j where w1 >［い・
proof: If there exist two symbols i, j where wi,叩＞

由， i.e. 叫， W]こ［い＋ 1 , the length of information 

word l has a relation such that l ~ 2 ・（山＋ 1)> 2 ・ふ
thus l > k. This is a contradiction. Q.E.D. 

For a certain X, if each value of wi is ei, then 

びo(X)= (wo,w1, ・ ・ ・,wR-1) 

= (ea, e1,...'eR_i) 

叫 X)= (eR-1,eo,e1,··•,eR-2) 

When 

巧ー1(X)= (wo,・・・,wi,・・・,wR-1) 

and the j-th digit of X is XJ = i, 

びJ(X)=(wo,・ ・ ·,wi-1,w(i十l)modR+l,• ・ ・, WR-l) 

(14) 

、ヽ
＇ノ、`
＇
I

ー

2

l

l

 

（

（

 

(13) 

is formed. Thus the wr, (i+l)modR is a random walk from 
叫 l)modRto ei, From this and Theorem 1, therefore, 

a word of which max(W州X)）三げ」 canbe obtained 

from a word of which max(W瓜X))>［い・
Example 5: An information word X = (1222) over Z4 
can be changed to (2332) by taking successors of the 
first 3 digits as follows: 

X = (1222)W4(X) = (0, 1, 3, 0) 

k 
max(WパX))= 3>し」＝2 

(1222) = (2222)び1(X)= (0,0,4,0) 

max(W4(X)) = 4 > l~J 
直22)= (2322)叫 X)= (0,0,3,1) 

max(W4(X)) = 3 >[>
（『蕊2)= (2332)四 (X)= (0, 0, 2, 2) 

k 
max(W4(X)) = 2 ~ l~J 

[Lemma 1] The number of codeword of the balanced 
codes over ZR is given by 

IC州＝
(R・m)! 
(m!)R 

(15) 

where code length n = R • m (m = 1, 2, • • •). 
proof: The number of codewords of constant weight 
codes over ZR is 

IC酎＝
n! 

w0!w且•.． WR-l!
(16) 

where (w0,w1,··•,wR-l) is an ordered set of weights 
of code symbols. If wo = w1 = ・ ・ ・ = WR-l = m, then 

IC州＝
n! (R ・ m)! 

＝ (m!)R (m!)R ・
Q.E.D. 

Note that since区R-1 
i=O 

叫＝ nand the denominator 
of Eq.(16) is minimal when Wo = w1 = ・ ・ ・ = WR-1 = 
m, the number of codewords of a balanced code is max-
imal in constant w eight codes. 

[Theorem 2] In Eq. (15), for the set of codewords that 
max(wi) > ½, the function f is defined as follows: 

Let f b e a conversion from the words Cn where 
max(Wt) ＞§ to the words C[ where max(W〗三ぢ·
Namely, 

f: C9 一 c~
where 

f(X) = f((x図...咋））

＝ （平S・・・X戸巧＋1・ ・ ・ X砂＝X'

k k 
max(W瓜X)).>i, max(W瓜X'））三―

2 - 2 

andfors<j, 

（→  
k 

max(W凩(x芦...叫叫＋1..．砂）））孟ー．
2 

Then the function f has a one-to-one correspondence 

for words Cq where E R - 1 k  
g i=。WR(Cり＝ g>ぅ・

proof: It is sufficient for the proof that different words, 

but with the same E R-1 

i=O 叫， neverproject onto same 
word with appropriate successors. 

Suppose two words X and YE  C9 where X=I=Y, 
but f(X) = f(Y) = Z. Let Z be the result of applying 
successors to X and Y by s and t digits, respectively. 
Namely f (X) = f (Y) = Z and those two numbers s 
and t are minimal numbers as required by the function 
f.Whens~t, 

X = (x1 ・ ・ ・叩...叩..・X砂

Y = (Y1 ・ ・ ・ Ys ・ ・ ・ Yt ・ ・ ・ Y砂

Z = (z1 ・ ・ ・ Z8, ・ ・ Zt ・ ・ ・叫

Thus 

Z = (x1 ・ ・ ・ x→s叫＋1・ ・ ・ Xt ・ ・ ・X砂

= (Y1 ・ ・ ・ fs ・ ・ ・ Yt Yt+i ・ ・ ・狐）

where @ indicates concatination. 
Then Eqs. (18) and (19) can be rewriten as 

f(B1@B2@B砂＝ f(B~@B~@Bい＝ Z 

thus,（氏＠B是 B砂＝ （屈＠尻＠尻） ＝ Z 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

In X let B1 = (x戸 2...叩），凡＝ （Xs+l...叫 and

凡＝（Xt+l・ ・．狐）． Similarly,in Y, B~ = (Y1Y2 ・ ・ ・ Ys), 
B; = (Ys+l ・• •Yt) and B~ = (Yt+l ・ ・ ・狐）． Then

X=B心B是 B3

Y = B~@B賃B~

(20) 
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¥'R(X) 

wo I w'i I ・'・・ I咄'I I m-w ゚n times shifts 

X s 

゜
.. ・ I o 

I t ------------t 

XJ I x2 I... I xk SJ s2 ！ 
m-w R-1 ，ti． mes shifts 

三-I
cyclic shift register 

max(WR(X)）＞一
k 

2 

ヨR-1I R-1 I ・ ・ ・ I R-1 

Fig. 1 Encoding to MY-separable balanced codes. 

Note that瓦＝ （x芦•・•品），屈＝ （yly;.．． y→s)，氏＝
(xふ...西）， andso forth. 

From Eq. (20), 

→ → 

B1 = B~ thus, B1 = B~ 

B3 =B~ 
→ 

B2 =B& 

(21a) 

(21b) 

(21c) 

In Eq. (21c), since W瓜X)= W爪Y)and from 
Eqs. (21a) and (21b), 

叫 (Bサ＝叫(Bい．

Therefore, these two blocks B2 and B& are balanced: 
i.e. each entry 0, 1, • • •, R -1 are of equal cardinal-

ity in B2 and B& (refer to Eqs. (11) and (12)). Mean-
while, s and t are the minimal numbers of digits 

that max(W瓜X))> ½ and max(W爪Y))> ½ into 

max(W瓜X) ） ~½and max(WR(Y))~ ½, respectively. 
Therefore, WR (B刃土叫(Bいisrequired. Then s = t, 
thus X = Y is concluded. This contradicts X =j= Y. 

Consequently, f(X) =!= f(Y). Q.E.D. 

3.2 Construction of Multiple-Valued Separable Bal-
anced Codes 

The encoding/decoding algorithms for multiple-valued 

separable balanced codes where k = 2 • m (m ~ 1) 
information digits and c = m • (R -2) are presented 

below. At present, no efficient algorithm of multiple-

valued separable balanced codes can be found. 

Encoding: 

For茫 informationwords X where k = 2m, 

Case 1: if max(W州X)）~ ½, then concatenate X and 

check block S of which length ism・ (R -2) and 
in which the number of each check symbol i is 

m -wi (i = 0, 1, ・ • ・, R -1). Sort the symbols of 
the check block in an increasing order. 

Case 2: if max(W凪X)) > ½, apply f to X for 

max(WR(X)）ニ息 Subsequentlyto apply f, con-
struct check block S in a similar way as Case 1, 
and apply right cyclic shifts to S by j digits as 

CYC+j (S). 

k In Case 1, max(W爪X)）ニ— =mask= 2m. 
2 

Then, for check block S, the number of each check sym-
bol is m -wi. Thus, 

W爪X@S)= (w0 + m -wo, ・ ・ ・, 

WR-l + m -WR-l) 

= (m,・ ・ ・,m). 

Therefore, X@S is a balanced code. Similarly, in 
Case 2, balanced codes can be obtained with f. This 
encoding scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1. In the Fig. 1, 
the encoding is carried out by weight counter (upper 

left), symbol "O", "l", ・ ・ ・ "R-1" generator with length 

m (right), max(W爪X))comparator with ~ (bottom 
left), and successor (second from the bottom, left). In 

the sequel, encoded codeword can be extracted from 
rectangles X and S. 

Example 6: For an information word X = (3222), 

max(W爪X))= 3 > ~ = 2 (m = 2). Then, 
2 

（高X虹 3四）＝ （0222) 

国西四四） ＝（0322) 

thus, WR(j(X)) = (1, 0, 2, 1). 

The weights of check block S is provided as 

叫 (S)= (m -1, m -0, m -2, m -1) 

= (1, 2, o, 1), 

(22) 

then S = (0113) and cyc+2(S) = (1301). Therefore, 
X@cyc+2(S) = (0322 1301) is obtained. 

Decoding: 
In a codeword, the check block (m ・ (R -2) digits) 

has an increasing order, the first k digits of the code-
word are the information word directly. 
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X s
 

| x1 |x2 1 |xK I 
cyclic shift 
register 

sn-k-1 5-sn-k 

Fig. 2 Decoding of MY-separable balanced codes. 

While, if the check block is not of an increasing 
order, apply the left cyclic shift until the check block 
becomes increasing ordered. Simultaneously, apply pre-
decessors from the first digit of the information block 
by the same time (refer to Fig. 2). In the Fig. 2, the 
blocks squared off the si ~ si+l before a binary NAND 

gate operates as { 
1 : Si~ Si+l 
0: 的＞ Si+l

where 0/1 are binary 

output values. Predecessor (bottom left) decrement and 
cyclic shift in S are carried out simultaneously until all 
neighbors in Shave Si ~ si+1 (i = 1 ~ n -k) relations. 

[Theorem 3] In the above encoding and decoding 
scheme, for j which indicates the time of (left/right) 
shift, successor, or predecessor, j ~ k -l is formed. 
proof: When max(wi) > ~ for an information word, k 

times successor results w, > k 
J ―where j = (i+ 1) mod R. 

2 

Q.E.D. 

[Theorem 4] In a check word S = (s1砂・ ・ • sc) where 
the code length is c, if s1 ~ s2 ~ ・・・ ~ Sc and s1 < Sc 
then the check word S consists of 2 or more different 
kinds of elements and c different codes can be obtained 
by O ~ c -1 times cyclic shifts. 
proof: The O ~ c-1 times cyclic shifts to Sis illustrated 
below. 

S1 ~ S2 ~・・・~ Sc 
S2 ~ S3 ~・・・ ~Sc~ S1 

Si+l :S::: Si+2 :S::: ・ ・ ・ :S::: Sc < s1 :S::: ・ ・ ・ :S::: 
.. 

ー ー一災く s1~ ・ ・ ・ ~ Si : 1 times 

汽 <S1~ S2 ~..・~ Sc-1 

: 0 time 
: 1 time 

: c-1 times 

Note that s1 and Be are the minimum and the max-
imum values among s1 ~ Be, respectively. Actually, 
if information block X (or successored X') satisfies 
X(or X')~ ~ and the check digits for which X@S 
becomes balanced are sorted in an increasing order, 

S1 ~ S2 ~ ・・・ ~ Sc and s1 < Sc are always formed. 
Thus the row s茂 1is the only presence in the code dur-
ing the above cyclic shifts. On the other hand, evidently, 
the row Sc釘 takesdifferent positions in the codes with 
the O ~ c -1 times shiftings. Therefore, these codes ob-

tained O ~ c -1 times shifts are all different from each 
other. 

[Theorem 5] The mappings with the above Case 1 and 
Case 2 encoding schemes have a one to one correspon-
dence. 
proof: Let X and Y be two information words with 

Rゞ-1 (X) ＋とR-1 (Y) (X) 
i=。wi i=0四， respectivelywhere wt'1 E 

叫 (X),wt)E W叫Y).Then, three cases 

(a) max(W瓜X)),max(W州Y)）~ ½ : s = t = 0 and 
evidently X + Y 

(b) max(W爪X)）ニ合 andmax(W順）） ＞ぢ： s= 
o, t > 0 

(c) max(W爪X)),max(WR(Y)) >合： S十t(s, t > O) 
can be considered, where s and t are the numbers of 

叫cc~ssored,digit~.
(i) In case (a), clearly, X@Sx + Y＠函， whereSx and 

Sy are the check blocks of X and Y, respectively. 
(ii) In cases (b) and (c), since Sx + Sy (s + t) from 

Theorem 5, X@SxキY@Sy.
From (i), (ii) and Theorem 3, all k-length informa-

tion words are mapped to different codewords with the 
encoding methods of Case 1 and Case 2. Q.E.D. 

[Theorem 6] In the proposed encoding/ decoding 
scheme of multiple-valued separable balanced codes, 
k = 2 • m information word and c = m • (R -2) check 
word for R ~ 4, and k = 2m -1 and c = m + 1 for 
R = 3 are sufficient. 
proof: When k = 2 • m, since the maximum weight 
of an information word X can be changed to 
max(W瓜X'))~ ½ with successors (refer to Theorem 
4), c ~ k (= 2m) is formed for check word. On the 
other hand, when the maximum weight of information 

k ・ word isぅinan R-valued code, c = m • (R -2) must 
be stated for X@S as balanced. For the above reason, 

c = m • (R-2)~ k = 2m thus, R ~ 4. 
From Theorem 5, two or more kinds of elements 

are needed containing in the check word for an infor-

mation word where max(W州X)）~ ½- When R = 3, 
to satisfy this condition, the information word should 
be decreased by one digit and increased by one digit in 
check block, sufficiently. Then, 

k = 2. m -1 

c = m • (R -2) + 1 = m + 1 

for the ternary separable balanced codes. Q.E.D. 
Example 7: 
Encoding: When R = 4 and k = 2, an example of en-

coding for separable balanced codes is shown in 
Table 1 where for example, the information word 
(00) is changed to (10) by taking a successor at 
the underlined digit. Then check word (32) which 
is obtained by a right cyclic shift for (23) is con-
catenated to the information word. 

Decoding: Apply left cyclic shift to check word until the 
check word becomes increasingly ordered. Simul-
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taneously, apply predecessors to the information 
word. In the Table 1, for instance, (10 32) (00 23) 
is obtained. 

Example 8: For a ternary informati,:m word (22222) 
where m = 3 is changed to (00222) by function f, and 
as j = 2, check word (1101) is obtained by 2 times 
right cydic shifts of (0111). Then a ternary separable 
balanced code is obtained. 

3.3 The Comparison of Multiple-Valued Unordered 
Codes 

The number of check digits in multiple-valued Berger 
codes is c =「logR((R-1) ・ k + l)l-On the other hand, 
in multiple-valued separable balanced codes, the num-
ber of check digits is generally k • (R -1) in the worst 
case [ 4]. In the proposed separable balanced codes, 
c = ½(R -2) in R ~ 4 and c = ½ + 1 in R = 3. 

2 

The number of check digits and the number of code-
words where R = 3 and 4 in Berger codes and separable 
balanced codes are shown in Table 2, respectively. 

In the Table 2, for the practical range of k = l ~ 
16, and R = 3 or 4, we considered that the efficiency of 
the proposed separable balanced codes are fairly close 
to the Berger codes known as optimal unordered codes. 

Let evaluate computational complexities of the 

Table 1 
k = 2. 

Encoding of a 4-valued separable balanced code where 
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multiple-valued Berger codes and the proposed sepa-
rable balanced codes. For k information digits in 
multiple-valued Berger codes, encoding procedure needs 
cost k for weight detection, cost k for differences be-
tween R -1 and each weight of digits, and cost k -1 for 
sum of the differences (assume R-valued summations). 
Thus the total computational cost is 3k-1. On the other 
hand, in the case of proposed separable balanced codes, 
encoding procedure needs cost k for weight detection, 
cost from O to k -1 for majority weight detection and 
increment operations, cost R for compensations with 
the check block in order that the codeword be balanced. 
(computation ofm—叫's wherei = 0 ~ R-1), and cost 
1 for cyclic shift operation. Therefore, from k + R + 1 
to 2k + R computational cost is required. It seems rea-
sonable to suppose that if the length of the information 
block is greater than the radix R, the computational 
cost of proposed separable balanced code is smaller 
than that of multiple-valued Berger code. Moreover, 
since the Berger code is systematic code, an informa-
tion word can be earmed from codewords directly. On 
the contrary, proposed separable balanced code requires 
from O to k -1 cost to obtain an information word in 
decoding procedure. Besides this, while Berger code fre-
quently exploits arithmetic operations, proposed separa-
ble balanced code encoding/ decoding operations might 
be implemented by gate-level components (max, shift, 
e.t.c.). 

For unidirectional error detection, unordered codes 
are applied as 4 ~ 16 digit slice constructions in gen-
eral. Therefore, we expect that the comparison in Ta-
ble 2 shows the validity of encoding/ decoding scheme 
of the proposed separable balanced codes in actual ap-
plications. 

4
 

Conclusions 

Multiple-valued unordered codes are considered. Par-
ticularly, the efficiency of Berger codes are cleared to be 
more optimal in multiple-valued cases in whole ranges 
of k. 

Moreover, multiple-valued separable balanced 
codes are proposed. These codes have 2 • m informa-

Table 2 A comparison between MY-Berger codes and MY-separable balanced codes on 
the number of check digit: c and the code length: n over Z3 and Z4. 

lcl/lnl MY-Berger codes MY-balanced block MY-balanced block 
codes (proposed) codes (worst case) 

R=3k=l I / 2 2 / 3 2 / 3 
3 2 / 5 3 I 6 6 / 9 
5 3 / 8 4/9 10 /15 
7 3 /10 5 /12 14 /21 
15 4 /19 9 /24 30 /45 

R=4k=2 2/4 2/4 6 / 8 
4 2 / 6 4 / 8 12 /16 
6 3 / 9 6 /12 18 /24 
8 3 /11 8 /16 24 /32 
16 3 /19 16 /32 48 /64 
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tion digits and m • (R-2) check digits in radices R ~ 4, 
and 2 • m -1 information digits and m + 1 check dig-

its in R = 3 where code-length n = R • m. It is shown 
that the efficiency of multiple-valued separable balanced 

codes are quite close to the multiple-valued Berger codes 

in actual use. 
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